ABSTRACT. Let H denote the set of all the entire functions f(z) of the form: f(z) = h(z)eM + k(z) where p(z) is a nonconstant polynomial of degree m, and A(# 0), k (# constant) are two entire functions of order less than m. In this paper, a necessary and sufficient condition for a function in H to be a prime is established. Several generalizations of known results follow. Some sufficient conditions for primeness of various subclasses of H are derived. The methods used in the proofs are based on Nevanlinna's theory of meromorphic functions and some elementary facts about algebraic functions.
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FRED GROSS AND CHUNG-CHUN YANG Theorem C. Let hx(z) be a nonzero polynomial, and h2(z) (# constant) be an entire function of order less than the degree of the polynomial p(z). Then the only possible factorization of hx(z)e^2) + h2(z) is of the form hx(z)e^ + h2(z) = f(Q(z)), where Q(z) is a polynomial of degree no greater than the degree of p(z).
Remark. This result is a special case of Lemma 4 in this paper. If p(z) = z, Goldstein [5] obtained the following stronger result.
Theorem D. If q, A (q ^ 0, A ^ constant) are entire functions of order less than one, then q(z)ez + h(z) is E-prime.
In this paper, we combine methods used in [10] and some elementary facts about algebraic functions to generalize Theorems C and D substantially. We consider the class H defined as the set of all entire functions of the form h(z)e>**) + k(z), wherep(z) is a nonconstant polynomial of degree m, and A (# 0) and k (# constant) are two entire functions of order less than m. We have obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for a function in H to be prime and also derived some sufficient conditions for various subclasses of H to be prime functions.
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the usual symbols of the Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions: T(r,f), N(r,f), etc. (see e.g. [11] ). We recall here that the order p of a meromorphic function/is defined as p = lmv^log r(r,/)/log r and note that for a polynomial p(z) of degree m the order of the entire function e*& is m [11, p. 7] .
II. Main results. 2.1. Necessary conditions. Theorem 1. Let p(z) be a nonconstant polynomial of degree m, h(z)(& 0) and k(z)(& constant) be two entire functions of order less than m. Then h(z)e^ + k(z) is either prime or it can only befactorized as:
where L(z) is a nonlinear polynomial of degree n, and f(z) = p(z)exp(c[L(z)]<i) + ß(z) an entire function, with the following three relations being satisfied:
, where d = m/n an integer, c is a constant, and ¡i(z) is an entire function of order less than d, and (iii) k(z) = ß(L(z)) where ß(z) is an entire function of order less than d.
Remark. The example exp(£zm) + 1 = (2* + 1) o exp(z~), m > 1, k > 1, shows that the restriction on k # constant in the theorem is necessary.
Remarks. (A) Suppose that equation (1) holds. Then it follows from assertions (ii) and (iii) that hep and k have a nonlinear polynomial L as their common right factor, and hence hep and k are not P-polynomial prime.
(B) From assertion (i), it follows particularly that n < m, i.e., the degree of L is no greater than the degree of p. This observation is very useful in our applications. For instance, taking p(z) = z in the theorem, we conclude immediately that he' + k does not possess any nonlinear polynomial right factor. This and Lemma 4 (see §5 below) yields a generalization of Theorem C.
2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition and some sufficient conditions. Theorem 2. Let p(z) be a nonconstant polynomial of degree m, h(z) and k(z) be two entire functions of order less than m and h & 0, k # constant. Then hep + kis prime if and only ifhep and k are relatively R-polynomial prime.
Application. hep + z is prime for any polynomial p(z) and any entire function h of order less than the degree of p. Application. z4e'2 + e' + z is prime.
Corollary 23. Letp, h, k be as in Theorem 2. Then hep + k is prime ifhep/k does not possess any factorization which consists of a meromorphic left factor and a nonlinear polynomial right factor.
Application. a(z)h(z)e^ + za(z) is prime for any polynomial/?(z) (# constant) and any two nonzero entire functions a and h of order less than the degree of p. Since ahep + za ■ a(hep + z) and hep + z is prime, we thus have a very interesting phenomenon that there exists a prime function/such that af remains prime for any entire function a (# 0) with order less than that off.
2.3. On the zeros ofh. As a variation, we obtain the following criterion in terms of the geometric configuration of the zeros of h.
Corollary 2.4. Letp, h,kbeas in Theorem 2. Assume further that h has infinitely many zeros and all but finitely many of the zeros are real (or asymptotic to any straight line). Then hep + k is prime ifk(z)&k(-z + c)for any constant c.
Proof. It is easy to verify that the hypotheses imply that the only possible polynomial right factors of hep are quadratics. The assertion follows from this and Theorem 1.
Application, (cos z)e^ + q(z) is prime for any polynomial/» of degree > 2 and any polynomial q(z) of odd degree. This result remains valid when/»(z) = rz + b, r rational [7] . The authors conjecture that it remains true for arbitrary complex r. The methods of this paper, however, do not seem to yield this result. Corollary 2.5. Let p and h be as in Theorem 3. Let k be any nonconstant entire function of order less than m and let A, be an entire function of order less than m and q(z) be a polynomial of degree less than m. Suppose that p and q are relatively Rpolynomial prime. Then h(z)e^ + A, e*W + k is prime.
We note that the only possible nonlinear polynomial right factor for a periodic and entire function is a polynomial of degree two (see e.g. [14] or [1, p. 33]).
Hence, we have the following:
Corollary 2.6. Let p, h,kbeas in Theorem 3. Assume further that the degree ofp is odd and that k is a nonconstant periodic function. Then hep + k is prime.
Application. Given any entire and periodic function H of finite order p, one can always find an entire function a such that aH is prime. We simply choose A = k = H and p to be any polynomial of degree m with m odd and > p. Remark. The order restriction on A is necessary. For if we allow A to be of order greater than or equal to one, then the assertion may fail to be true. For instance, e1e*1~z + z2 is not prime (in this example, A = e',p = z2 -z, and k = z2).
III. Preliminaries. Before going into the proofs of the theorems, we discuss some lemmas which are needed later. This lemma enables us, from here on, to consider only entire factors since it is easy to verify that all the functions in H are nonperiodic. Remark. This result will be used implicitly throughout the rest of the paper. 
L(z) = ao + axz + --' + a"z" (a" # 0), and (7) to = L(z).
We have for sufficiently large |to| (it will be assumed without loss of generality that all co below are sufficiently large).
where z,(to) (1 = 1,2,..., n) are n distinct branches (since, clearly, P(z, to) = L(z) -to is irreducible and of degree n in z).
It is also clear that for i = 1, 2,..., n we have a development of the form valid in a neighborhood of 00, where uV" = p¡ux/n, p¡(i = 1,2,...,n) are « distinct roots of unity, px = 1, and to,'/" is a fixed branch of to'/". For Z/(to) as above, we have (10) A(z,(<o))exp(p(z,(<o))) + *(*,(«)) = /(«), i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Thus for i 9* 1, the quotient (H) A(z,(<o))exp(p(z,(to))) + fc(z,(to)) A(z,(io))exp(p(z,(w))) + ¿(z,(w))
is always equal to one. After dividing through the denominator and the numerator by A(z,(w))exp(p(z,(<o))), the above quotient becomes
If we substitute (9) We note that if n \ m, then (14) ReOr -1)< 0 (/ * 1).
We now examine the behavior of the functions A:(z,(u))/A(z,(to)), k(zi(u))/A(z,(w)) along /. By assumption,.A is an entire function of order less than m. Thus by Theorem 2.7.4 of [2, p. 22] on the behavior of the minimum modulus, we have mh(r) ¥^ 0(e\p(-rm~')) (for any e > 0, where m"(r) -min|z|_r|A(re'*)|). Using this fact, and the fact that k is an entire function of order less than m, and noting that (14) implies that \exp(p(zi(^)) -p(zi(u)))\ grows much slower than exp(-a|<o|m/") as w -* oo for some a > 0, we conclude, after a simple verification, that the quantities [A(z,(co))/A(z,(w))]exp(-p(z,(<o))), [A:(z,(w))/A(z,(w)]exp(-p(z,(<o))) and [*(z,(«))M*,(«))]exp(/<z,(tt)) -/£,(«))) all tend to 0 as w -* oo through a suitable sequence {u"} on /. Thus, (11) must have a limit zero as u" -* oo, a contradiction. Hence, we must have n\m. n\m.
Therefore, from (12), we have (15) /,(z,(to)) = 4^ + 4-.«im-1)/" + ---, where d = m/n is an integer. Substituting this into (10) for / = 1, 2.n and adding, we obtain (16) exp(4<o")(2 Kz^exo^Jr-"'" + •••))+ 2 *(*,(«)) = «/(«)• Now, according to Lemma 2, 2"=i k(z¡(u>)) is an entire function of order less than d (since it is easy to verify that each function &(z,(to)) grows no faster than an entire function of order d -t, (for some positive constant e,)), and let us denote it by 7(to). It is also easy to verify that the growth of n(z,(to)) (for i = 1, 2, ..., n) is not greater than that of an entire function of order d -5, (for some positive constant §,). We note exp(i/m-i uim~x^n + • • • ) also grows no faster than an entire function of order d -17, (for i = 1, 2, ..., n and for some positive constant r/,), when |to| is sufficiently large.
We rewrite identity (16) as (17) Then the right-hand side of (17) is an entire function. Furthermore, the left-hand side, by virtue of the above estimates, grows no faster than an entire function of order d -tj (for some positive tj), when |to| is sufficiently large. Thus, we conclude that [«/(to) -7,(to)]exp(-i/mto'0 is an entire function in to of order less than d. Let us denote it by S(to). Then we have (18) [«/(to) -F(to)]exp(-¿mto') = S(to).
Consequently,
/(to) = (S(to)//0exp(4"to«) + T(o>)/n.
From this, (7) and (1), we have
Since F(to), S (to) are entire functions in to of order less than d (= m/n) and L(z) is entire of degree n, it follows that T(L(z)) and S(L(z)) are both entire functions in z of order less than m. Thus the right-hand side of (21) is an entire function of order less than m. Now the left-hand side can be expressed as 
ax(z) = oo, a2(z) = 0, a3(z) = A(z) in the theorem) we will get a contradiction. Alternatively, q(z) has a degree less than m, but then this implies that the order of U(z) is less than m. Therefore, the order of e^ U(z) is m (since k(z) -T(L(z))/n has order less than m) which again gives us a contradiction. Thus, we must have (23) U(z) = 0 and hence, from (21)
We have obtained
Assertions (ii) and (iii) follow from (25) and (26) respectively. The theorem is thus proved completely.
V. The proofs of Theorems 2 and 4. The proof of Theorem 2. The "necessary" part is obvious and the "sufficient" part follows readily from Theorem 1.
The proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that hep + k under the present hypotheses is not prime; then we would have, according to Lemmas 3 and 4, that (30) he' + k=f(L)
for some nonlinear polynomial L of degree n (n > 2) and entire/. By assertion (ii) of Theorem 1, we have In conclusion, we remark that it is not difficult to exhibit counterexamples to illustrate that the restrictions on the orders of h and A: are necessary in all of the theorems obtained above.
